
ENTRANCE

United States Courtroom Number One,
also called Room 556, lies
on the fifth floor of the combination Post
Office-Courthouse downtown. Lord
Baltimore watches over the building atop
his grey monument, the silent centerpiece
of Calvert Street between Lexington and
Fayette. At the base of the surrounding
twenty-story office and government
buildings are various fast food shops,
book and record stores, and peep shows,
all alternately filled and emptied at lunch
breaks and trial recesses.
To enter the Mandel trial as a

representative of the public, one produces
a legitimate ID to a guard on the first floor,
and in return receives a numbered pass
(one out of forty available for the
morning and afternoon sessions). An
elevator operator carries the public up to
the fifth floor. "Watch your step,
governor," she might say.
Two more guards sit in front of the

courtroom. One takes the change and
metallic items from pockets, placing them
in a wicker basket. The other wields a
hand-held metal detector, passing the
sensor up and down the body in search of
concealed weapons. They confiscate any
newspapers folded under the arm: no
headlines flashed to the jury allowed.

Having cleared the preceding steps, one
stands ready for The Trial. Silence for the
case of the People of Maryland vs. Marvin
Mandel, W. Dale Hess, Harry W. Rodgers
III, William A. Rodgers, and Ernest N.
Cory, Jr.

THE MAN

Marvin slopes back in his chair, a small
man amidst stacks of legal briefs spread
over a large table, with a battery of
defense lawyers surrounding him. He has
very grey hair, reflected in his face, an
ashen tone that rarely lifts for a smile or
even an alert nod. He seems not so much
sullen over his possible conviction as
bored and tired with the whole legal
circus. He wears a straight grey suit and
maroon tie. The Governor brightens as he
leaves the courtroom for noon. recess,
Perhaps anticipating an early return to
the State Circle mansion with its
newly-finished brick backyard.

TRIAL WIT

Chief Prosecutor Barnet Skolnik
questions Lapides extensively as the noon
hour passes. Radiator pipes in the
courtroom bang loudly (a regular
occurence), almost drowning out the
amplified testimony.

"It's those computers working." shouts
a defense attorney.

"I think they're trying to tell us
something, Mr. Skolnik," Judge Pratt
reminds with a glance at the clock.

NEWS

During noon recess and at the end of
the day, around four o'clock, the
reporters file their stories, ready to go on
Al or as one of the first spots of a news
broadcast. The months of front-page
headlines and lead stories will go largely
unnoticed; outside of those wrapped up
In the daily proceedings of Room 556,
little interest or awareness of the trial
exists. Perry Mason only took an hour to
get the verdict in his cases, with at least
some intriguing twists absent from the
standard corrupt Maryland politician's
trial. This one would go on until next
Year, and either Marvin excapes or he gets
caught. Same difference.

ritiAL SONGS

'Judge and jury walked out hand in
hold -

"While the judge was stepping down,
:he jury cried for more."
,"The Judge does not agree, and he tells

them so.''

A consumer's guide

to the Mandel trial
"Buy 'em by the Pied bag!"

By ERIC GARLAND

MORE WIT

Thomas C. Green, lawyer for Harry

Rodgers, wonders how Lapides can see a

track avoiding enrichment when any

racing days are added. "Racing days are

awarded to race tracks, not bowling

alleys," he reminds. Lapides does not
appreciate the sarcasm.

WHAT NIARVIN DID?

In April 1971, the General Assembly

passed House Bill 1128, allowing the

transfer of 18 racing days from the failing

Hagerstown track to Marlboro. The next
month, Governor Mandel vetoeu the bill,

a move the prosecution claims was

designed to depress the price of • the

Marlboro track.
On December 31, 1971, Hess and his

friends bought controlling interest in
Marlboro, with millionaire Gaithersburg
builder Eugene Casey as front man.
Successive witnesses from the Assembly
have said they had no knowledge of thc
secret owners, a fact that would have
aroused them at the time.
The next month, the Gerneral

Assembly overrode Mandel's veto, with
the Governor's lobbyists curiously absent
and the word filtering through
administration supporters to allow the
rare override. In return for Manders
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supposedly lavished gifts on the
Governor.

In March 1972, two Senate bills kicked
around the concept of consolidating
Maryland racing by giving the half-mile
Marlboro track up to 58 more racing
days, adding 34 more days to both Laurel
and Pimilico, and closing down Bowie.
The bills, actually drafted by Laurel and
Pimlico lawyers according to Senator
Jack Lapides, were extensively lobbied
for (causing Senate President William
James to "lose his temper" for the only
time in his tenure and throw the lobbyists
off the floor), but eventually killed by
Ladpides' threats of filibuster.

Marlboro folded at the end of 1972.
The political damage, however, had been
done, and four years later the state of
Maryland has revived its annual
corruption inquest to try Mandel et al.
The charge of conspiracy settles
specifically on mail fraud--the use of the
mails to send gifts in return for words of

COURTROOM

Room 556 looks like any courtroom
Perry Mason would have felt at home in.
A three-tier chandelier with iron
latticework hangs in the center of the
room, continually lit along with a series
of lamps on the walls. Behind the bench,
four large oil portraits show off a
common white-haired justice, solemnly
seated and holding a ribbon-tied scroll.

Between the paintings a half-dome
protrudes from the wall, with a brass
eagle perched on top. Judge John Pratt
sits directly beneath this cast eagle,
wearing his long black robe and a red tie.
Behind him on the back wall are also two
thin speakers to amplify testimony from
the witnesses.

Twelve main rows of benches occupy
the front half of the courtroom, with
shorter rows on the sides. On a normal
trial day (outside of the opening date or
the days Mandel will testify) few people
attend the trial.

About a dozen reporters, mainly from
the Sun, News-American, and Post,
scatter themselves about the press rows;
some scribble notes furiously and leave at
intervals to phone in their story, others
merely listen and trade comments, chat
with the attorneys during breaks, One
writer whispers to a friend, "I'm gonna
donate my body to science, and my liver
to the Mt. Washington Lacrosse Club,"
and then returns to concentrating on the
testimony of Senator Rosalie Abrams.

Four artists from the various papers
prop up their drawing boards on the
benches and sketch randomly throughout
the day. A new witness will set off a
rattle of crayons and colored pencils, the
artists intent on a quick drawing, as the
press can only run sketches of current
witnesses. The rest of the time they work
on overall views of the courtroom or
representations of other trial figures; at
recess, the lawyers crowd around the
drawing boards to approve or decry their
pencilled character. •
The remainder of the crowd includes

television and radio reporters, friends and
relatives of those involved in the trial, and
the public. The public benches usually
consist of young law-school types, in suits
or casual dress, efficiently scrutinizing the
attorneys and thinking ahead to their
starry days in court.

MORE WIT

Senator Lapides admits he has political
ambitions. "I would like to be governor," he
says, "and I would like to do the kind of
job that I think the people of this state
want and deserve."
"And you're starting your campaign

right now ," Judge Pratt comments.

JURY

The fate of Governor Mandel and his
friends will be determined by a "jury of
his peers." The twelve jurors, all white
with seven women and five men, range in
age roughly from thirty-five to seventy.
One old man wears a suit, his face sunk in
his hands during testimony, entirely
serious in his study. An overweight man
in a tan sweater stares mostly at the
crowd with small eyes. One woman
yawns quite often--this _seems to catch
Marvin's eye, and he must fidget at how
this average Parkville housewife may
decide his future. Four al termite jurors sit

on a lower bench next to the jury,
alternately bored by the wasted working

days and somewhat astonished by the
prospect of judging the Governor of the
whole state of Maryland. At the end of
the day, the Judge admonishes the jury
not to read about or listen to inews of
the trial.

"Just don't judge me by my shoes." maneuverings, the new Marlboro owners influence.

PREDICTION

Marvin will get on clean.
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It was by chance that I found

myself at the Glass Pavillion that
night; it was curiosity that drew
me inside. I had my camera with
me. I wandered about the floor
for a few minutes, just having a
look around. Presently someone
caught my eye—a strange girl
sitting alone on the stage. She lit
a cigarette and stared, absorbed in
the scene around.' her. I took a
few photographs of her, trying
not to look too obvious, but my
flash attracted her attention.
When she walked over to me I
was afraid that she would be
angry; fortunately, my fears
proved to be unfounded. In fact,
she appeared flattered by my
attentions.
We spoke for a few minutes;

she said that she worked as a
go-go dancer in a downtown
club. "Not a stripper," she
emphasized, "a go-go dancer. I
work six hours a night, six nights
a week. This is my night off." I
tried to picture her dancing at
the Tic-Toc. I studied her
appearance as she talked: the
elaborate hairstyle, the excessive
makeup, the jewelry, the effusive
manner.

She spoke of her apartment
downtown, gave me her address
and asked that I write to her.
"I'm going to write to you a lot,"
she said, "I think I'm falling in
love with you." I didn't quite
know what to say. We talked for
a few minutes longer, and finally,
as if to dispel any lingering

doubt, she said, "I'm a queen,
but I'm a woman twenty-four
hours a day." Here she paused
and looked at me for a moment.
"I think we could really get along
together," she said.

--J. Rodrigue

To the Editor:
Last year when Hopkins began

providing an asylum for the Gay
Caucus, I, like the majority of
the student body, maintained an
unbias consensus of opinion.
Although this activity shocked
my inherent morals I excused it
as another liberal experiment on
the part of the university.
However, my neutrality abated
and my perspective of our
renowned university was greatly
altered as a result of the Gay
Caucus Dance this past weekend.
Being a student of sound mind
and body I found this Hopkins
sponsored event to be rather
repulsive and quite embarassing
to my situation.
Over the weekend I

entertained two students from
another university. Thinking that
our impressive Rathskellar would
provide a wholesome night of
entertainment, I proudly brought
my friends to campus. As we
approached the Rat, two adult
males passed by, one of which
was at tired in an expensive
looking dress with all the

traditional female adornments.

Our first response was one of
laughter thinking there must be a
costume party on campus, then
my stomach turned as the truth
of the situation dawned on me. I

decided to keep my friends in the
dark hoping they would not
sense the presence of otir strange

campus guest.
A short time later, while in the

Rathskellar, one of my friends

patronized our restrooms. Upon
returning his eyes were widely
opened and his face portrayed
astonishment. He explained how
he observed a man dressed in
feminine garments enter the

ladies room without hesitation.
Immediately several astounded
girls evacuated the restroom. MY
friend then realized that Hopkins
was sponsoring a Gay Dance.

Throughout the course of the

evening my friends unrelentlessly
interrogated me on the normalcy
of the campus. Unfortunately
their high respect for our
university was severly diminished
by this experience. My question

is, why does Hopkins subject

itself to public criticism by
providing an asylum for the

abnormal of our society?
I certainly hope that the

university's administration has

thoroughly examined the

possible problems that could
arise from such sponsorship.

A Concerned Student

Keith Blizzard

Overturning outhouses
dreams many nights before
the country bumpkin awaits
to be carved into horrors
potatoes in exhaust pipes

pins in doorbells All gone; dead
'Hey man, what did you put in this cider?'

'Never mind, just pass the pipe, man.'

Scarecrows of the past

stuffed with corn huskings

Indian corn

`Don't eat that
'You 11 grow up to be an Indian

'And you wouldn't want to be killed by a cowboy
'Would you?'

Campy masquerades are no trick

We're too old
to hide behind masks

Or so we're told

—Mike Deak

Uncle Sam wants
YOU!!!•
for

"Election Returns"
Tuesday,

November 2, 1976
in the Union. rnkf/7.1?t

Happy Halloween!



Truth will frighten 

Baldwin speaks to full house
By CHRISTOPHER GRAY

"I love this country," James
Baldwin announced. "That's why
I'm always in a rage about I it!" '
The most famous living black
American author no longer
describes America as the "Fourth
Reich," but he is still angry
about its failures.
Speaking before a full

audience of eleven hundred in
Shriver Hall, the fifty-two year
old author reminded one of an
inspired Baptist preacher.
Baldwin, despite his diminutive
size, dominated the scene with
his tremendous emotional and
intellectual power. Summoned to
Speak on the topic of the "Artist
and Freedom," he began by
defining the role of the artsit.

Asked whether the artist
Should portray true social reality
or pursue a doctrine of
aestheticism--or art for art's
sake--Baldwin replied that the
former was the true vocation.
'Art does not exist in a
vacuum." "It must be part of the
culture it depicts," he
commented. "Art is an attempt
to make love by trying to tell the
truth."

Baldwin blasted the reigning
myths of American history for
the false images they project.
‘`We must realize that this
country was not built by a race
of heroes seeking freedom." On

the contrary, he said the people
who migrated across the Atlantic
came here only because there was
nowhere else to go. "Everybody
got here on a slave ship!"

This country's problems will
not be solved by time, he
asserted. "There is no panacea.
We can only try to tell the
truth." He warned the audience,
"truth will frighten you." But
once the truth is discovered, "we
can begin to face it and begin to
change it. To change current -
society, we need as many
disturbers of the peace as
possible."

Baldwin explained that the
fear whites feel toward blacks,
and vice versa, are based on lies,

distortions, and illusions. "As my
late,lamented friend, Malcolm X,
tried so hard to tell you, white is

a state of mind. Until we rid

ourselves of the false ideas which

dominate our conduct, we will

never be free. In short, black

people are not free because white
people are not free."
When asked to comment on

the proposed showing of the
controversial film, "Coonskin,"
Baldwin admitted that he knew
nothing about it. After various
descriptions were furnished, he
decided that "Coonskin" was
"not worth banning." He advised
the complainants to "protest the
film, yes, but don't get too upset:

"Mr. Baldwin, how should I

educate my children?" a man

shouted down from the balcony

during the question period.

Baldwin paused, and quietly said,

"You can begin by loving him

enough to tell him the truth.

Education should teach human

beings to know who they are."
Earlier he had referred to

public schools as "disaster

factories." A white child and a

black child are educated for

antithetical roles in our society,

he maintained. "Poor whites are

pitted against poor blacks in

order to keep the rich in power."

One questioner suggested that

perhaps Baldwin was asking too.

much of America, the first nation

ever to winall the Nobel prizes in
a single year. After all, he said,
Americans are more free than
virtually any other people in the
world. To which Baldwin
responded, "I don't care about

the rest of the world. We don't
ask enough of ourselves."
After his presentation,

Baldwin signed autographs and
talked with the crowd at a
reception. Despite the efforts of
two associates, who- tried to
prevent the eager crowd from
engulfing the slightly built
author, he warmly received all
those who waited to greet him.
From the podium his eyes had
flashed anger frequently, but at
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the reception these same eyes
expressed only love for the
admirers pressing in on him.
Many women insisted on hugging
Baldwin before they departed.
Several black youths approached
him seeking advice, and Baldwin.
the gentle sage, willingly obliged.

Could this be the author of
Notes of a Native Son and The
Fire Next Time? Surely the man
who wrote such burning pages is
different from the frail human
then before me. One suspects
that Baldwin uses writing as a
catharsis for his pent-up
emotions. This explains the
discrepancy between his

spectacul r essays and mediocre

novels. He lacks the ability As his
chosen masters Dickens,
Dostoyevsky, and Faulkner.
They can sympthize and
understand characters far
different from themselves, a gift
which Baldwin (notably) does
not share.

Only a fire and brimstone
prophet straight out of the Old
Testament could have satisfied
my expectations. Perhaps this is
the tragedy of James Baldwin; a
man of intense compassion
forced to serve as a modern day
Jeremiah. Although he preaches a
message of love to his audiences,
I wonder if he is always able to
practice it himself.

Nobel laureate Leontief ignores many important issues
By MARK HERTSGAARD
Wassily Leontief, one of the

toremost conventional

zconomists in the world and

winner of the 1973 Nobel Prize
for Economics, spoke yesterday

afternoon in the Listening-

Viewing Room on the topic

of "The Role of the Free Market
in the Modern World." The talk,
Which attracted a capacity
audience, was a part of this year's
Milton S. Eisenhower

Symposium on "The Question of'

Freedom."
Presented with the question of

whether the free enterprise
system can meet the demands of
a modern society, Professor
Leontief said that in his

presentation he would prefer
simply to outline the various
issues raised, rather than attempt
any answer. This he did only too
well. His cautious approach to
the subject resulted in a lecture
that suffered from a distressing
lack of originality and substance.
He neglected to address a number
of important issues and
assumptions of the free
enterprise system and seemed
reluctant to provide any policy
suggestions for the system's

operation.
Research

Professor Leontief began by
referring to a United Nations
Sponsored research project in
which h?.. had participated. The
research was supposed to
estimate the prospects for the
future development of the world
economy. The study argued that
ii was theoretically possible for
the world's economic output and

living standards to coritinue to
increase, even in the face of
skyrocketing population growth.
Also seen as technically feasible
under the free enterprise system
was the achievement by the less
developed countries of growth
rates high enough so that the
gross rich-poor disparity of
today's world could be
significantly decreased during the

next generation.
But technical viability does

not reality make, as Dr. Leontief
later pointed out. He asserted
that, in the absence of any
substantial alteration of the
normal practices of the
international free market,
improvement was likely only for
those select few of the poorer
countries who enjoy a bountiful
supply of desirable natural
resources. He was as inescapable

the conclusion that, in general,
the contrast between the
developed and the less developed

countries will not diminish, but
rather will increase, in the future
if economic activity continues as
it has in years past.

Although this judgment might
draw criticism from the
conservative, William Simon type
of economist-, it certainly is
defensible. As time goes on, it is
becoming increasingly obvious
that the Western industrial
nations' development efforts
have not been conducive to the•
curing of the ills of the world's
poor countries. If anything, the
severity of Third World problems
such as hunger, inequality, and
unemployment has increased
since World War II.
Many explanations for this

aid regularly been used for
military and political purposes,
rather than for humanitarian
ones. (Check out the tremendous
amounts of United States aid
given to South Vietnam during
the peak war years.) Assistance

has too often taken the band-aid
approach rather than trying to
attack the sturctural problems
that perpetuate
underdevelopment hroughout the
world.

The list continues. Yet
Professor Leontief did not
discuss any of the reasons for
enterprise's past and alleged
future failure to encourage
development. Nor did he
comment on the importance of
this failure in judging the
disirability of a " free market.
Should we really be content with
a system that fails to address
successfully the problems of
Third World underdevelopment?
It is unfortunate that Dr.
Leontief neglected .to evaluate
more critically an issue so crucial
to today's interdependent world.

Professor Leontief continued
by talking about the issue of
State intervention in the free

market mechanism. Likening it
to a computer, Leontief
suggested that the free market
operates largely by trial and
error. There is a constant search
for the amounts of production,
money supply, inflation, and
unemployment that will result in
economic equilibrium. While ne
praised the "Invisible hand" of
the free market for working so
well, Leontief said that
governmental guidance is usually
necessary to maintain a
prosperous economy. "Our
economic system," he said,
"which is marvelous . . . must bo
watched."
Such governmental

"meddling" is necessary in order
to avoid such problems as
recurring depressions and
unnecessary duplication of
production (e.g., police forces for
each citizen). The trick of such
intervention, according to
Leontief, is to utilize thc forces
of self-interest and private
initiative. By mixing these
ingredients in the proper
amounts, the free market system
can be made to respond better to
the diesires of the society.
Implicit in Leontief's

argument in favor of a free
market are some critical
assumptions that deserve
scrutiny. Two such crucial issues
are free choice and value
formation under free enr2rprise.
These issues are central to the
philosophy of a free market and
should he understood in order to
evaluate' the pros and cons of the
system However, Leontier chose
to skirt these points.
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Ray and Cleo combine for dynamite Porgy and Bess
America has some rather

peculiar musical beliefs. For
example, Country & Western is
still thought of by many as the
only really American music form;
Jazz and Blues are O.K. for
middle-aged blacks and white
college students, but unfit for
general consumption; and George
Gershwin is still believed to b-
"serious composer."

Gershwin wrote Sr ,_ really
marvelous music. and anyone
who would try to deny this is
probably suffering from terminal
stupidity. To say that Gershwin
is a composer on the rank of
Haydn and Mozart. or even Ives
and Carter, seems to stray from
the mark, though. Gershwin i no
more a major composer than.
say, Cole Porter or Jimmy
Huesen; the only difference is
that while Porter and Van
Huesen were content to write
songs, Gershwin inflated his
creations with the help of a few
obliging orchestras and
impresarios.

Currently, we are in the midst
of another Gershwin revival. The
production of Porgy and Bess the
Houston Opera has mounted in
New York's Uris Theatre has
been, as one critic put it,
acclaimed as the hottest thing
since Le Nozze di Figaro. I doubt
if there is an orchestra in
American which hasn't played
Rhapsody in Blue within the last
two seasons. And so on. Another
in the series, "America should
have a serious artist whom the
people can understand." George
Gershwin, Edgar Guest. Norman
Rockwe.'

But ue who attempt to
"Legitimize" (their term, not
mine) Gershwin, are doing him
the greatest possible disservice. I
cannot see how, in even the most
warped sense of aesthetics, a
soprano singing "Summertime"
as if it were "Tu,Tu.
Piccolo Iddio!" (from Madame
Butterfly) should compare with
"Summertime" sung as a blues.
In other words, why would

Allen serious as Front
By MIKE GIULIANO

Should we label "The Front"
comedian Woody Allen's new
movie or director Martin Ritt's
new movie? The majority of the
public will associate the film with
Allen, and though the film is a
crucial one to his career, it
wouldn't have been made if Ritt
and his friends hadn't beer
blacklisted during the McCarthy:
era.

Estimates of just how much
the American public knows
about the political
climate of the late 1940's and
early 50's varies from cynic to
cynic , but I think it's safe to say
the average Ainclican has no
more than vague notions of
pumpkins congressional
hearings, anc games of dominoes
in the bomb shelter. The
popularity cf Lillian Hellman's
recent Scourilrel Time might
lead one to suppose that
Americans are looking
(nostalgically?) back: but most
Americans don't read; and many
of those who do read Hellman's
book are tie same politically
conscious people who yelled
about the Gulag Archipelago in
the 1930's, who criticized Nixon
in the 1940's, and who were
themselves blacklisted in the
1950's: but did the American
public listen? or even know?
Until Normal. Lear brings "Those
Were the Red Baiting Days" to
TV the American masses won't
know; getting them to care is
another story.

Director Rift is a shrewdlnan.
Over the years he's made a
number of films ("1-lud," "The
Great White Hope." "The Molly

"('on rack") and
earned a reputation as one of
America's best commercial
directors. His strongest talent is
the ability to blend social
commentary with proven
commercial formulas. There are
plenty of stars iii his films—Paul
New James Earl Jones.
Richard Ilarris. Scan Connery.
Jon Voight: his films

accesible to the average audience.
He lingers in a technical and
thematic sense, which is often a
drawback. "Conrack" was filmed
in a leisurely manner, but the
rather sleepy southern locale
made this appropriate; the

.stant reiteration of themes—
the recurrent musical motifs

(..! that film—we could've done
without.

Ritt is rarely accused of
so!Itlety. "The Front" is a very
avious Film, but it needs to be,
and was intentionally made so, as
Ritt disclosed (proclaimed?) in
his recent interview with Rex
Reed: "It's easy t ) understand. It
doesn't require a high degree of
sophistication. Audiences go in
expecting a Woody Allen comedy
and come out shattered."

Will Ritt, through Allen, really
succeed in sucketing the suckers
into the theater? He did on the
day I saw the film. The woman
behind me turned to her male
companion and said, "I like
Woody Allen. He's funny. What's
this about?"
"McCarthy," he replied.
"Not Eugene McCarthy?"
I suppose two politicians with

the same name can be confusing,
but on to the film ,which opens
with black and white newsreels
of Ike, Marilyn Monroe, Truman,
Korea, the Rosenbergs.
bombshelters, Sinatra on the
soundtrack; the collective
consciousness goes to work:
Black and white—that mean old:
Ike—that means funny. Is this
movie about the "Happy Days"
of Woody Allen? Then bop!: the
serious story appears: Allen, a
struggling cashier and
bookmaker, is approached by a
friend: "They won't buy my
scripts. I'm on a blacklist."
''What are you blacklisted

for?"
" I m a Communist

sympathizer. I need another
name."
"When do we start?"
As the serious plot evolves I

continue to watch Allen. When

Gershwin write blues if he had
wanted Puccini?

This new Ray Charles/Cleo
Laine Porgy has none 6f these
cultural pretentions. As producer
Norman Granz (the founder of
the Verve and Pablo lables) said,
"Bearing in mind that the
original Porgy and Bess takes
place in Catfish Row, the almost
raffish quality Ray Charles
achieves...is, I think, precisely the
way it might have been played by
the real people upon whom the
opera was based." Porgy and Bess
as the blues, not as some
whitewashed concerthall artifact.
The record opens with Ray on

organ, in a mellow blues groove.
This is not the start of something
big, but of something genuinely
great. When Ray and Cleo start
to sing summertime, you bow
you're dealing with a classic. Ray
Charles' voice has all the power
of the classic blues shouters, men
like Joe Turner or Joe Williams,
while still retaining the inflection
and roots swing of the

will he break? When will giant
breasts rampage across the fields?
("Everything You Always
Wanted to Know About Sex.")
When will Humphrey Bogart
haunt his apartment? ("Play It
Again, Sam") Will coffins dance?
("Love and Death") There are
no more than a half dozen
genuinely funny lines in "The
Front", and only one or two
seem to harken a bit too strongly
back to his comic roles. Allen's
early work was technically crude,
and incredibly 'uneven in tone:
Was this a new comic genius?: we
were reluctant to say yes; he fell
flat too often. The humor was
often sophomoric, at times
wonderfully so, at times in the
worst possible way. "What's Up
Tiger Lily" gave us both types.
Allen took a Japanese "B" movie
and dubbed in his own English
dialogue, totally restructuring the
plot. A few of the non sequiturs
yvere inspired, but after a while it
became tiresome. In "Bananas"
(my favorite Allen film) he puts
the audience into a wonderful
state of insanity. His technical
abilities improve (Allen has
directed most of his own films),
and his plot constructions
become more polished. The
addition of Diane Keaton did for
Allen what Margaret Dumont did
for Groucho Marx. It is not
surprising that "Sleeper" was

streetcorner blues man.
When Ray Charles' trombone

voice has finished, enter Cleo
Laine, her voice tripping over the
changes like an alto sax, catching
the blue notes and turning them
on themselves. Perhaps the
perfect combination of voice for
this music, they sing with slight
rasps, so that their singing is
closer to speech than to song.
Although Ray doesn't have
anything near Cleo's incredible
four-octave range, his is anything
but an untrained voice. Both of
them have an uncanny sense of
half-pitch and phrase inflection.
This isn't the Cleo Laine of I Am
A Song,and it's not quite the Ray
Charles we've grown up with, but
it is the best voice match since
Lambert, Hendricks, and Ross.

If it seems as if I am rambling,
it's because this is the kind of
album you could go on and on
about. RCA has called it the
record event of the year, and for
once they're right. Forget Stevie
Wonder, stop waiting for the new

hailed as "a small classic" by
New Yorker critic Pauline Kael.
But as you might suspect, this
smoothness and balance could
very easily ruin spontaneity and
turn into a formula, which is
exactly what made his next film
"Love and Death," so utterly
deja vu. Though shot on a small
budget it looks like an expensive
film; technically it's slick, but
thematically it seems desperate.
"Sleeper" was set in 2173; "Love
and Death" is set in Napoleonic
Russia, but we might as well be
in 1973 New York; despite some
funny satires on Dostoevsky,
Tolstoy, and Bergman, most of
the jokes are the same ones
Allen's been mouthing for years.
A change was needed and was
made as soon as Allen agreed to
serve as a "front" for his writer
friend (Michael Murphy.)

Allen is still the schlemiel: his
clothes and furnishings are
shabby; when he says, "I haven't
found myself yet," we can
believe him. But this is the
schlemiel played straight. Allen
helps his friend by posing as a
television screenwriter, and
splitting the profits with his
friend: later he becomes a
"front" for two more friends. He
does this for reasons of personal
friendship, but he also has a
strong desire to make more

Jackson Browne this is it!!
All _hyperbole aside, there is

practically nothing bad that I
could say about this. record. The
band, with the likes of J. J.
Johnson "Sweets" Edison, Plas
Johnson, Vic Feldman, Oscar
Brashear, Joe Sample, Joe Pass,
Bud Shank, and Lee Ritenour (to
name a few), is phenomenal. The
scoring suits them to a tee. Listen
to the brass work on "What You
Want Wid Bess?", or the smoking
riffs in "It Ain't Necessarily So'',
and be amazed.

Bring in the James Cleveland
Singers, and you have an "Oh
Lord, I'm On My 'Way" that
takes you across the River
Jordan, into the Promised Land,
the Land of Jazz and Blues where

nobody worries if the music has

enough class or enough sales

potential, so long as it swings.
And oh, how it swings.

Porgy & Bess
Ray Charles and Cleo Laine
RCA CPL 1-1831

money. Allen is one of several
characters in the film who place
themselves in morally
compromising situations.
Herschel Bernardi and Zero
Mostel portray a television
producer and an actor who
compromise themselves and
suffer for it.

Mostel is excellent. The
character he plays, a Jewish
nightclub comedian. is a
character type so common that
an actor—and particularly an
actor like Mostel—could
unwittingly turn him into a flat
stereotype. But Mostel puts so
much feeling, so many nuances,
into his performance that his
Hecky Brown is a memorable
"minor" character—comparable
to Burgess Meredith in "The Day
of the Locust."

The Front" explores the
interrelationships of this group of
friends, and their relationships
with the government. We witness
living nightmares: "spies on the
side of freedom," the House
Un-American Activities
Committee, frightened men
betraying their friends.
What makes "The Front" vivid

is its basis in fact. "Everything in
it," Ritt told Reed, "is true."
Mostel. Bernardi, Ritt, and
screenwriter Walter Bernstein
were blacklisted in the 1950's.



Senior Class Film Series
presents

THE
NUMBER ONE

BOOK OF
THE YEAR!
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7:30 & 10:30

Seniors $.75

Others $1.00

Shaffer 3

NOW-
NE SUSPENSE
FILM OF
THE YEAR!

Nameless, faceless...
relentlessly moving towards

the date with death
that would rock the world.
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He), now, all you ghoulies and ghosties and things what go bump in the night, stay outta my house, and enough with the organ music, okay?

Saturday night

FALL WEEKEND
The Student Council Presents

Back Home from Boston

OCEAN ROSE

Friday, Oct. 29 9p.m. Glass Pavillion

in a Halloween Dance

I I
Prizes for best costume

Annual Beer Drinking Contest

Oct. 29 at the dance $.50 entrance fee I

Sign up by 5 p.m. Friday outside Student Council Office

1st Prize: Case of Lowenbrau Beer

Prize: ix Pack oowenbrau Beer

2nd Prize: 1/2 Case of Lowenbrau Beer

3rd S f L

Admission:$.50

$.25 in costume

Cheap Beer

The Union Presents

A Night of Horror

8 p.m.

In the Rat

"Touch the Sky"

7 piece band

$.35

•• •

• •

:
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SUNDAY

An SC Flying Monkey Concert

Freshman Quad 2-4 p.m.

in conjunction with

the Interfraternity Bed Race

Free Beer

courtesy of the Frats

-4111111S -0111INS -01111111110.-
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none-seen

y an
overwhelming majority to withdraw sponsorship of
"Coonskin," a much-talked-about but little-seen film here at
Hopkins. The Council reversed its positiojl in the face of
pressure exerted by an aroused Black Student Union which
claimed the film was "offensive and inflammatory."

Originally, in a meeting last Thursday, the Council voted
to show the film provided a disclaimer was included in all
advertisements. This action was in response to the BSU's
objections to the allegedly racist nature of the film, and at
that point the matter seemed settled.
Dean Jakie Hall somehow got involved in the controversy,

urging the Council to reconvene to reconsider the matter.
This prodding apparently influenced SC President Steve
Ponchak to call a new meeting.

In a very emotional atmosphere, serious discussion gave
way to a barrage of tenuous arguments, cliches, and witless
comments. In a meeting supposedly based on compassion and
logic, individuals sympathetic to the BSU showed little of
either. One person stooped to launch a snide personal attack
on one of the Film Series chairmen.
The argument deteriorated to a debate over the artistic

merits of the film, a subject so ambiguous and meaningless as
to detract from the real issue at hand -- censorship. Ponchak
was unable to keep the discussion focused on the question of
free expression. This was a tragic mistake.
The original vote to show "Coonskin" was nine to five;

Tuesday's vote was two to twelve.
It was a shame that the Student Council did not hold itself

in high enough regard to stick to its own beliefs. Their
spineless behavior in the face of pressure destroyed any
credibility pertaining to their claims of representing the
student body as a whole. What the Student Council did was,
above all, an act of censorship. We fully condemn the SC's
role as moral superior in choosing not to expose our naive
minds to the supposed horrors of "Coonskin." Why doesn't
the Council hold its constituents in high. enough esteem to
allow them to decide for themselves?
The Student Council's refusal to sponsor the movie would

seem to foment self-righteousness rather than soul- searching,
something which the showing of the film might have
produced. Acting proudly in the role of good liberals, the
Council members cringed in the face of possible charges of
racism. They took the easy way out.
The blacks left the meeting satisfied that they had finally

asserted themselves, and the white Council members departed
in a somewhat complacent state of mind, their conscience at
ease. Some observers claimed a victory over racism, but in
our opinion, the events of Tuesday night did more to
encourage prejudice and misunderstanding at this campus
tban any showing of "Coonskin" could ever have done.

In any case, as things 'stand now, "Coonskin" will remain
unseen. Life will go on relatively unchanged at Hopkins.
While the effect of this dangerous precedent may not be felt
immediately. it will certainly cause serious problems in the
future. That's the nature of censorship: you have to pay for
it. sooner or later.

On Tuesday night, the Student Council voted b

•61..ipvitsoteme
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letters to the editor
To the editor :

It appears that today is a most
peculiar time in the life of the
Black man; not only here in
America, but around the world.
However, allow me to focus my
view most particularly upon this
noble campus and the upcoming
screening of the film
"Coonskin". It seems to me that
at the least I sense a growing
indifference to the effect of
offenses to the sensibilities. At
worst, and as usual, I sense the
nascent murmurings of the
Renaissance of a naked racist
impulse in Academia.

Little note is being taken of
the concern expressed by the
Black community over the
screening of this particular film.
The mighty catch-all phrases of
"censorship", "freedom of
information" and "freedom of
artistic expression", were offered
in banal defense of this exercise
in mockery. I am, of course,
perturbed by such excuses, for
they lend to such exercises an air
of intellectual and philosophical
legitimacy of which they are
obviously not worthy.
The truth of the matter is that

we, in so called "civilized
society", have by our act of
attempted co-existence, agreed to
accept certain conditions and
limitations upon human
potential, in order to facilitate
human convenience. We are
supposed to recognize that each
member of society has his rights,
his interests and his sensibilities
that must be recognized and
protected.
Our rights must not be,

theoretically at least, derived at
the cost of the misfortunes of
others. Often the practice of
sheer license leads to the
violation of the rights and
sensibilities of others.

While it is perhaps fun to
satirize the careers and escapades
of politicians, housewives, jocks,
the campus homecoming Queen,
and the bourgeoisie, a satire
about an ethnic group, its
affinities and propensities (real or
stereotyped), must be regarded as
being about as tasteful and
socially redeemable as a film
about the sexual and regulatory
habits of the physically deformed
and handicapped. Politicians
choose to be politicians. Blacks
do not choose to be Black.
The economic circumstances

which are the norm in the life of
the American Black ought more
to be an object of national shame
than national humor.

I am also offended by the
attempt of anyone to use art to
lend credence or legitimacy to
the misconceptions and the
prejudices of the ignorant and
misinformed. Art which supports
prejudices chips away at the
humanity of its object. It was
through art and satire, legitimate
intellectual fields of endeavor,
that Hitler began his war against
the Jews t.

It is easy for some lousy white
punk animator, awash with the
rewards which animated sexual
self-indulgence brings, to engage
in this kind of bigotry. It is now
equally easy and necessary for
those of us who stand to be
dehumanized by it to protest as
vigorously as our strength and

hearts allow.

I am all too aware of the moral
bankruptcy which America now
faces. Your Administration and
your courts spell out all too
clearly that the commitment to
human rights and equalization of
opportunity in this country has
withered to a hushed whisper.
The cause of the Black people of
this nation has come and gone
from the liberal mind like
yesterday's fashion pages. It is
now more appropriate to give
great attention to the manners,
regulatory habits, and sexual
propensities of Blacks at cocktail
parties.

I suggest that there is nothing
so damn wrong with Blacks, but
perhaps there is something wrong
with the people, the satirizers
and the conversationalists, for
whom we have become so
convenient a topic of
conversation.

Charles A. Henderson II

To the editor :
Although the Student Council

has rendered its final decision not
to show "Coonskin" and has
officially washed its hands of the
matter, we feel compelled, in the
interests of the student body, to
elicit certain points that were left
unsaid concerning the Council's
decision, .the public hearing on
Tuesday evening, and the
implications of both.

It is futile at this stage to
debate any , further whether
"Coonskin" is in fact a racist
film: its creator/director
maintains it to be a statement
against racism, and we, upon
viewing, judged this to be so.
representatives of the Black
Student Union thought
otherwise. The two sides are
irreconcilable and the question
problematic-- clearly one's
decision is purely interpretive.

But assume, purely for the
sake of argument, that
"Coonskin" is racist in nature.
The BSU has expressed its
concern that black stereotypes
would be either instilled or
reinforced in the minds of white
viewers were the film shown. The
BSU's contention is that the
Hopkins viewer lacks the moral
fibre and soundness of
judgement--in a word, the
decency --to be repulsed by a
racist film, and to condemn it as
such.

The Student Council decision
to withdraw "Coonskin" from
this weekend's movie curriculum
was grounded in the belief that,
as an organization representative'
of the entire student body, it
could not sponsor a film to
whose showing a segment of the
studnets was opposed. Indeed, a
week ago the Black Student
Union began circulating a
petition protesting "Coonskin's"
appearance here on campus. It is
unfortunate that, at the time of
the hearing, this petition was
mislaid amidst all the excitement
and furor, though one helpful
BSU member, speaking in round
figures, termed the number of
signatures collected to be
"two-hundred or two-hundred
fifty." What seems to have been
downplayed is the fact that a
counter-petition was circulated
by the Film Series which, in less

than a day's time, had
accumulated a full two-hundred
sixty-five names; it was presented
to the Student Council at the
opening of the hearing. Certainly
this too was indicative of the
concern felt by a large segment
of the students, but again, the
fact was overlooked. Were
"Coonskin" shown this weekend,
the protesters would have been
afforded the option of viewing
the film if they liked, or not to
view it if they so chose. Now the
decision has been made for them.
What has also been glossed

over is the question of advocacy.
No film that the Student Council
has ever sponsored could have
met with full and concerted
student support: the SC role in
presenting contemporary cinema
is not as a proponent of the
films, but strictly as a
functionary--- a means of
conveyance--- for the Hopkins
community.

Certainly no member of the
Council or the Film Series
condones racism in any form—
"Coonskin" would simply have
been submitted to the student
body for their own reaction
which, confidently stated, would
be in violent opposition to
bigotry.
The decision not to show

"Coonskin" due to some student
opposition is therefore not the
anti- racist coup it is widely
taken to be. Instead, it is a blank
refiaal to deal with racism as an
American reality: the Student
Council is closing its eyes to the
problem in the hope that it will
go away by itself. Intended as a
condemnation of racial hatred.
the decision to withhold the film
this weekend is but a- shrug of
indifference.

Finally, there is the matter of
the public hearing in the Glass
Pa vi Ilion. The lack of
judiciousness and objectivity
Oven the arguments presented
was no less than appalling.
Largely neglected was the fact
that only seven members of the
BSU had actually viewed
"Coonskin" in its entirety. Yet
the opinion of that mere handful
was regarded as unimpeachable
by the rest.
Furthermore, widespread

acceptance of the claims
expounded constituted nothing
less than demagoguery, which
was Oven an air of legitimacy
simply because of its situation in
this university, a celebrated
forum of free thought. It is
ironic that this selfsame
demogoguery was used to berate
the very institution that allowed
it to be voiced.

It is our sincere belief that the
decision to withdraw "Coonskin"
reached by the Student Council
has given way to far more
negative implications than could
the actual showing of the film.
Not only has every student been
affronted on an individual basis.
but black interests, which
composed the heart of the
controversy, are defeated rather
than furthered. As for the overall
integrity of the Hopkins
community, the damage is
incalculable.
Jennifer Bishop,.
David Chesanow, Co-Chairmen,
Joachim Blunck, 1975 Chairman,



The student council was
c.ertainly put into a delicate
situation last Tuesday evening.
facing im pa ssionate pressure
from both the Black Student
Union (BSU) and film series
People, the council had to decide
Whether to set precential action
and ban the Film 'Coonskin', or
to uphold the rights of interested
Individuals to see the film. The
council should be commended, I
think, for meeting on short
notice on the touchy issue and
making the right decision for all
parties involved on the Hopkins
campus.
The BSU had a legitimate

complaint. I have not seen the
film, but have interviewed
numerous students, both black
and white, who have seen
`Coonskin'. They reported the
film did indeed exaggerate
Personality traits of minority
persons in a rather insidious
manner, sonic say for satirical
Purposes, but others quite
naturally act defensively to
Insult.
Members of the film series and

the creator of the film, Ralph

Bakshi, say the film was meant to
raise social consciousness; one

supposedly leaves so sickened
from the movie that one will
think twice about entertaining
bigoted notions again.

But think of a black person
who pays this institution for

education and deserves

representation through special
Programs such as the film series.
Does he wish to see a film that

reaquaints him with the all too
Well known stereotypes which he
has had to ignore or correct
throughout his life? Yes it's an
emotional issue, a human issue, a
matter of feelings and sensitivity
towards other students.

If the film did intend to raise
consciousness, I think the creator
would be much more successful
for all parties concerned if he did
a documentary on Washington
Irving, Langston Hughes, Dr.
Martin Luther King. or Julian
Bond. Why not acquaint persons
Who might have naive, racist

tendencies with something
Positive?

However, I think it should be
said that this was not really an
issue of racism, but a matter of
good judgement.Surely members

Ray and Cleo never had such problems!

TACCUSE!
of the film series were aware of

the controversy that surrounded

'Coonskin' before they ordered it

last year. If the film was ordered
because it was an avatgarde film
(combining animation and
realism), and if it has been
acclaimed by critics, why haven't

I read of it winning any film
festival awards? Besides, on
campus we are all critics, and the
critical reviews by the majority
of the students who have voiced
their opinion on this campus
have been con on `Coonskin.'
Thus the majority has spoken

and the film has been canned.

In addition. because it was the
student council whosponsors the
film series the question of
censorship is irrelevant. However,

if a distinct organization out of
council jurisdiction ordered the

film, the student council would
be in a totally different position;

then to ban would be censorship.

I have been informed, by the

way, that a few organizations are

now considering obtaining
'Coonskin.' That is certainly

within their rights, but why add

insult to injury?

Another issue now at hand is

whether other organizations will

be in the position to dispute, for

example, what can be printed in

the .News-Letter. A number of

my colleagues. have posed this

question. We do, in fact, receive a

good portion of our operational

funds from the Student Activities

Committee (SAC). And last year,

faced oppostion from the student

council which threatened to

withhold crucial funds from the

News-Letter. But the student

body rallied behind their student

newspaper to force continuation

of our funds. I think the student

body would again recognize the

needs of the News-Letter to have

a modicum of autonomy, lest the

student council begin to write

news about the student council,

the administration about the

administration, etc....
In short, I don't think that

suspension oNponsorship on one
movie is analogous to censorship

of an individual organization. To
treat them as the same stretches
the point.

Finally, Jakie Hall, Dean of
Students, can not be fairly
chastized on the tenuous matter

of 'Co,,nskin.' I - observed his
dealings on this one, and at no
time did he authorize the student
council to make a decision either
'way. Some have accused him of
such action. Hall only suggested
that the student council revote
after witnessing the divided
feelings on campus. He showed
no favoritism and did not impose
his opinion. Rather, he served as
the mediator. He should be
praised for allowing the majority,
which expressed opposition to
`Coonskin' last Tuesday, to
decide. --Michel Steven Krug

Last Tuesday night I attended
the emergency Student Council
meeting, and by the time the
whole business was finished, I

found myself rather offended.
After I thought about it for

several hours, replaying the

events and debating the issues, I

decided I was not only offended,

but extremely upset as well.
It was not so much what the

Black Student Union (BSU) was

asking for that offended me;

instead, it was some of the how it

was done, and a little of the why
it was put forth.

Let me explain:
I confess I had pretty much

made up my mind on the subject
before the meeting. Having
anybody's freedom encroached
upon bothers me. But the BSU
had a grievance and I felt an
obligation to hear them out.

I was not insensitive to the
feelings of members in the
community—black and
white—that the BSU was trying
to represent. Articles of mine
have bluntly stated that yes,
there is racism in this country;

yes, we've got to talk about it;
and, yes, we must deplore it.

However, racism is a serious
charge. Prejudice to me is a grave
moral offense, potentially more
dangerous to society than rape or
murder. But who would think of
convicting an individual of

murder or rape if the evidence
presented was hearsay and
inconclusive? If the arguments

Were a string of loose
generalizations, geared more to
the heart than the mind?

It was assumed from the
moment the discussion began

The news that fits
The student council reversed

its decision of October 22,
withdrawing sponsorship of the
controversial film 'Coonskin'
during an emergency meeting
eld last Tuesday evening.
Scheduled by the student

council film series for viewing
this weekend, the council, which
provides funds for the series,
voted fourteen to two to cancel
the film. The Black Student
Union (BSU) had moved for the
ancellation on the grounds the
ovie was "offensive and

inflammatory."
Over two hundred concerned

students, mostly members of the
BSU, watched and participated in
a debate that lasted for ninety
minutes.
Members of the BSU and film

series were asked by the SC for

their opposing stances on the

film. Main Hawkins, spokesman
for the BSU, told the audience

that the BSU and other members

of the Hopkins community were

offended by the depictions of

minority characters in the film,
particularly blacks.
Speaking directly to the

council, Hawkins added, "We're

an important minority on this
campus and we feel we should be
represented. The BSU has been
neglected in the past. By voting
to ban this film, you can help
patch up the relationship."

Jennifer Bishop, representative
of the film series countered that
banning the film amounts to
prior censorship by the council.
"The majority of students on
campus haven't even seen the
film yet. We think they should be
given that chance." Bishop also
c ntended, consistent with
statements issued by the film's
creator Ralph Bakshi, that the
film overdramatizes sterotypes of
minorities to make a satirical
statement condemning racism.

"Film critics have praised the
film. There is no substantial
evidence that the film is racist,"
she said.

In addition, she said the film is
a unique work of art, combining
animation with realism.

Bishop was one of the few
supporters of showing the film
who attended the emergency SC
meeting, however, and her views
were generally not held in high
esteem by the audience, filled
with partisans favoring the
censoring of the film.
The council overturned its

previous decision after sampling
reactions from the crowd. Both
blacks and some white students
spoke against the film. One
student said, "It's not a black
issue, it's a humanistic issue-- all
of us are minorities. Next time it
could be a group you're a part
of."

that " Coonskin. " is a racist film.
The BSU was, in essence, asking
the Council to decide whether or
not they were going to sponsor a
racist film. However, I was
unable to get any specific
argument to substantiate the
claims made about "Coonskin."
Members of the BSU— 7 in
all)—who were given a private
screening of the film told myself
and the others present about
stereotypes of black characters in
the film, but would not mention
anything about how whites were
portrayed or what happened to
these characters. Were there
"good guys" and "bad guys?" In
the end, did the whites triumph
over the blacks? Or what? I was
offended that such a lack of
specificity was considered
sufficient to sustain an argument.
(Perhaps the Student Council is

at fault here, also, for accepting
this "proof.")

During the debate, one of the
Film Series organizers, Jennifer
Bishop, was subjected to a very
aggressive interrogation by a
gentleman who mocked and
bullied her in a very
ungentlemanly manner. I am
aware that things were extremely
emotional (although I believe
such passion hindered a fair
discussion), but I was deeply
offended that someone who
claimed he was making a plea for
human dignity on a large scale
could have so little respect for it
himself on the personal level.

Finally, I was insulted by the
rationale put forth by several
persons in favor of the BSU
demands that white students

would not be able to understand
that the film was using satirical
caricatures, and not portraying

real-life people. It was flatly
stated that the average white
student has "no idea" of what

black people are really like and
that their ignorance would
prevent them from being capable
of making a proper judgement
about "Coonskin."

These charges only served to
stereotype the white students
and were really another form of
the ugly creature the BSU said it
was fighting: racism. The irony
is that it seems the BSU
members who viewed
"Coonskin" were the ones unable
to see beyond the so-called
stereotyping.

All this upset me a great deal.
The BSU was making a value
judgement for all of us, especially
members of the black
community. "Coonskin" was said

to be offensive to blacks. White
students remarked it was
offensive to them because it was

insulting to the black segment of
the studentry. But most of the
black students who attended the
meeting had never seen
"Coonskin" and, at best, could
only have had the same vague
notion of what the movie was

about that I had.
I was also extremely disturbed

that black people would use the
argument of protecting the
whites from getting certain
"harmful" ideas into their heads.
This was the same logic
employed to suppress the
int ellectual awareness of blacks

in this country for hundreds of
years. This can only be harmful

to the black community in the
long run, and to the rest of
society as well.
From the way the 13SIJ

presented its case, if my
background had been a little less
liberal, I might have left that
Tuesday meting with an ill

feeling towards black people. •1

don't think that's what the BSI:

had in mind. -D It Mini,
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BARNSTORMERS '76
presents
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A Comedy
by

Jules Feiffer

Oct. 29,30
at 8:00p.m. in the Barn
TICKETS: STUDENTS WilD $1.50

ALL OTHERS $2.00
witocfet

—

a'77Z4)/7"

/92ficTi
A) i4P40 1-14kap

igoio

CV •

Used, Old,

Rare, & Out-of-Print

John Gach Bookshop

Baltimore's Largest
Used Bookstore

3322 Greenmount Avenue
467-4344

NO ADVANCED SALES

taceseetaervomacemengritteaseinneemscatmeez

CIGARETTES

Buy direct from a wholesaler •.! •
* We have all American brands
▪ No extra charge for King's,

100's or filters
* All we require is a minimum

order for 3 cartons — These
can all be of the same brand
or combination of brands

When ordering be as specific as
you can about quantity. brand,
and size and enclose a check
or money order (sorry, no
C.O.D.'s) and send to:

$3.50 PER CARTON

SOUTHERN TOBACCO
391 Aragon Avenue

Coral Gables, Florida 33134

OFFICE OF THE CHAPLAIN
‘‘T IIE SUNDAY EXPERIENCE"

Presents

THE SILENCE

A Film by Ingmar Bergman

With a Critique bY
Dr. Rein' Girard

Chairman of the Romance Languages Depart went
The Johns Hopkins University

:•••••-:

:•••••::

•

"THE MOST STIMULATING EVENT OF THE SEASON!"
—Kerr, NEW YORK TIMES

"SHOULD BE SEEN IN EVERY STATE IN AMERICA.
JULIE HARRIS'S PERFORMANCE IS ASTONISHING."

—Kroll, NEWSWEEK

JUR IJARRIS
GIBE BELLE
OF MEW'
A new play based on the life of Emil) Dieldnmm

Presented by The Johns Hopkins University Special Events Office
and Dean of Students Office

SHRIVER HALL AUDITORIUM, HOMEWOOD CAMPUS,
JAN.31 THRU FEB.5

MON. thru THURS. EVES., SAT. MAT., JAN..31 - FEB. 3, FEB.
5:Center Orch. - S10; Side Orch. - $9; Center Balc. - $9; Side Balc. -
$8. FRI. & SAT. EVES, FEB. 4 & 5: Center Orch. - II; Side Orch. -
$10; Center Balc. - $10; Side 13a1c. - $9. WED. MAT., FEB. 2: Center
Orch. - $9; Side Orch. - $8; Center Balc. - $8; Side Balc. - $7. (EVES.
at 7:30 p.m.; MATS. at 2:00 p.m.)

TICKETS AVAILABLE: Special Events, Shriver Hall, MON-FRI,
9:30-4:30 ONLY. BY MAIL: Send check payable to Special Events
with self-addressed, stamped envelope to Special Events Office,
Shriver Hall, J.H.U., Balto., Md., 21218. IMPORTANT: Indicate
number of tickets, price, seat location, 1st and 2nd choice of date
and time.

• ••••••• ••••:•. *•:•:.. '•:•:•. '•:•:•.

The Student Council Film Series and the JHU Film Workshop present...

Gene Hackman

in

FRANCIS FORD COPPOLA'S 
• 

The
CONVERSATION

A Thriller

Friday Shriver Hall
Saturday L.V. Room

7:30 & 10:00 PM

$1.00

." •

•••••••••.

SLND Y. OCTOBER 31. 11:00 A.M.
LISTENING VIEWING ROOM

LEVERING 11.1141,

Academy Award Nomination - Best Picture

Grand Winner at Cannes

.•:•:.'



To the Editor:
The banning of "Coonskin" is

not a racial issue. Rather, it is an
tattack on right to freedom of
inquiry and _iiidgemew: that has
long been tradition at this
university.
We are unable to remain silent

about the general complacency
toward out. Constitutionally
guaranteed lights exhibited by
many people in this country,
which upt: nnately seems to
have found its way to Hopkins.
The three newsmen recently
imprisoned ir, order to preserve
freedom of the press can testify
that the First Amendment is
definitely imperiled. Perhaps it is
time to end this characteristic
complacency.

At his lecture for th, '1ilton S.
Eisenhower Symposium, James
Baldwin was asked his opinion of
the Student Council's
sponsorship of the film
'Coonskin." Mr. Baldwin, an
artist concerned throughout his
career will- the situation of
blacks in America and thus with
racism, said that the film should
not be banned. In L.ring his
reasons, Baldwin noted that not
allowing the film to be shown
gave it more importance than it
deserved; that such a decision
would set a precedent; and that,
Oh general principle, no piece of
art should be banned, offensive
though it may be to some.

Disturbingly enough, although
Petitions both for and against the
Showing the film were circulated,
both getting nearly equal
numbers of siplatures, only one
person at the Student Council's
October 26 "open meeting" on
the subject, spoke against
banning the f 1m. Others

  letters to the editor
attending who shared this
.opinion were not called on to
speak. All but two of the
remaining members of Student
Council voted to ban the film;
some of them changing their
votes and voting for something to
which they were ethically
opposed--censorship.
The real issue at hand is a

crucial one—our civil liberties. We
are not being allowed to judge
"Coonskin" for ourselves. This
will not be an isolated incident.
There are few films that cannot
be construed as offensive to
someone. A great many films on
this campus, some of them
artistically excellent, such as Lina
Wertmullers's "Swept Away,"
depict women in a distinctly
unfavorable light, but there is no
clamor to ban these films, nor
should there be. D.W. Griffith's
"The Birth of a Nation," a
blatantly racist film, was shown
last year and presumably upset
no one. Is this because it was
merely film history, while
"Coonskin" is a "reflection" of
today's attitudes?

It is the privilege, even the
duty, of students to protest or
boycott offensive films, but
banning them is not the answer.
They should be shown in order
to give students the chance to
judge for themselves.
Lisa Koenigsberg
Pamela E. Selwyn
Philip T. Johnson
Ron Bialek et. al.

To the Editor:
We are rapidly approaching the

time of advising for the spring
semester. This is a time when
many undergraduates are
reassessing and reconsidering
their career objectives, and
consequently I would like to take
this opportunity to draw their
attention to a possible career in
public health.

During the past six months we
have seen several outstanding

• examples of the role that public
health plays in our society. As
the result of the efforts of the
World Health Organization it has
been announced that smallpox
will shortly become an extinct
disease. This is a truly remarkable
first for the efforts made by the
people concerned with the
welfare and benefit of mankind
as a whole. We are now in the
middle of a remarkable attempt
to protect the people of this
country from a possible swine flu
epidimic. The organization and
administration of such a mass
immunization program is an area
of public health operation. On a
less happy note, the
Legionnaires' disease which killed
so many people attending the
convention in Philadelphia has
challenged all of the public
health capabilities of this country
and we can consider it our good
fortune that this has not been a
communicable disease. While
these are three examples of
spectacular public health
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contributions, the everyday
process of delivering health care
facilities and guarding of the
population from onslaughts of
environmental and medical
disabilities is the routine career
opportunity that the public
health officer has. This is a truly
challenging career and offers
excellent opportunities to the
individual who is motivated by a
regard for his fellow man.

In the above paragraph, careers
in the public domain of the
public health option were
stressed but it would be incorrect
if it were not pointed out that
excellent employment
opportunities also exist in the
private sphere. Industry, which is
increasingly involved with
questions of public health and
environmental hazards, has many
openings. On the more basic
science side, research
opportunities can well develop in
laboratory and field problems
which a person trained in the
public health field has an
opportunity to make a career
objective.

Recognizing both the needs of

the public health field and the
career needs of the
undergraduate, The Johns

Hopkins University instituted a

year ago a Natural Science degree

program with major emphasis on
public health. This program

forms the basic understructure

for a program leading to an

advanced degree. such as a
Masters of Science or Ph.D. in
Public Health. The demands of
the program that we have
established afe reasonably
rigorous and demanding, but we
believe also challenging and
fulfilling to the properly
motivated student. If you are
interested in a career in the Life
Sciences, why don't you consider
entering the public health field?
Even if you should subsequently
change your objective to another
area, the ,basic training you will
obtain in this public health
option will stand you in good
stead.
On November 2, at 4:15 we

will hold an open forum on
public health program. This
forum will meet in Remsen 101.
Dr. Radford, coordinator of
these programs for the School of
Hygiene, will be present to
discuss extensively the variou
career opportunities in public
health and the level of training
that these careers demand. As the
Homewood coordinator of the
program, I will present the
academic objectives and
requirements for the public
health option, as well as detailing
the steps required to enter this
Natural Science Area Major. I
strongly urge all of you
freshmen, sophomores, and
juniors who have any interest
whatsoever in the public health
area to attend this meeting.
Come and learn what could turn
out to be a very fulfilling career
for you.

Robert Ballentine
Homewood Coordinator of the

Public Health Option

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•• sirecordmasters ••
• •

• ciscount records &tapes •
Tile Rotunda Yorktowne Plaza

• 711 West 40th St. 18 Cranbrook Rd.

• 366-1250 667-0280

•

•
•
•
•

TONIGHT.'
Open ti! 12 Midnite at the
Rotunda Store Only

Downtown
827 N.Charles St.
752-7150

"YEW MUSIC ON A & M RECORDS

SONNY FORTUNE
VANES OF DREAMS

JIM HALL

C0MMITMENT

f"ESOI*4t1711
E*EMANAUCE3LANE
Kfl and PAUL

1'45

ALL SINGLE LP'S

$4.59 per lp

10( ()HI),

Qr1Z-4

ENTIRE CATALOG
NOW ON SALE!

$4.59 per lp

tapes $5.99

$5.99 per lp

tapes $6.99

2-LP Sets... .each...

RIICHIE HAVENS
114E END.OF ThE BEGINNING

OUPIC Y JOIES PRESENTS

---

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1110•041•00•411••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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today's notes
Any people interested in working

on the distribution and processing of
materials for the Teacher Evaluation
portion of the Course Evaluation
magazine should meet at the Union
Desk on Saturday, Nov. 6 at 2:00
p.m. For any questions, contact
Charles Perla at 889-1458 or Jane
Ziegler at 366-4234.

November 9 is the final date for
course changes. No adds after this
date. Drops by special permission only
after this date, with "WD" on
transcript.

Sophomores, Juniors, Seniors. .
.Don't forget to have your 1977
Yearbook picture taken next week,
Monday thru Friday, November 1-5,
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the J & H
Rooms (Levering Cafeteria). Come
early to avoid the mad rush at the end
of the week!!

There will be a rap session for
Diabetics on campus on Sat. Oct. 30.
If interested or want more
information call Teddy at 426-4281
or Judy at 655-4880. It will be held at
Sinai Hospital.

The BIA Bowling Tournament will
be held on Saturday, Nov. 6 at 12:45.
Bowling will be at Timonium Fair
Lanes. Cost is $1.95 per person with
shoes at 40 cents. Up to a five man
team is allowed. Deadline Nov. 3.
Contact Bill Kostern at 366-7188 or
Box 544.

Ushers needed for "Belle of
Amherst" with Julie Harris. If you'd
like to see the show by being an usher,
please sign up in the Office of Special
Events in Shriver Hall or call
338-7157. Dates of show: January 31-
Feb. 5 (evenings) and Feb. 2 and 5
(matinees).

The annual BIA eight-ball pool
tournament will be held tonight in the
gym from 6-8 p.m. Registration will
be 5:30-6:00. All are invited to enter.
For details, call Tom Locraft,
243-2305.

Come to a House Haunting on Oct.
29, 30 and 31 at York Rd. and 42ned.
Cost is $1.50 a head (your own of
course) and it opens at 7. For info call
435-0967.

IFC Bedrace this Sunday at 2:00
p.m. For further information, contact
Doug Milligan at 243-9209.
Medical school applicants wno are

considering Guadalajara should see Dr.
Dierman, Homewood House, for
information on evaluation interviews.

Noam Chomsky, professor of
linguistics at MIT will discuss "The
Nature of Freedom" at 4:15 p.m. on
Monday, Nov. 1 at Shriver Hall.

"1 he Mayor's Fellowship
Program is a one-semester. six-credit
undergraduate internship program in
urban planning, administration and
law. A weekly seminar complements
the field work in the agencies.
Students interested in applying for
next semester should pick up an
application in Metrocenter Complex D
in the basement of Shriver Hall or call
Bob Seidel at extensicn 7168 for
more information.

edited for your discretion
In conjunction with the hatha yoga

class offered by The Office of Student
Activities, Swami Paramananda of the
Integral Yoga Institute of Washington
D.C. will speak on "The Practical
Aspects of Yoga and Meditation."
This lecture and discussion will be
held on Wed. Nov. 3 at 7:30 p.m. in
the Listening-Viewing Room of the
Hopkins Student Union. There will be
no admission charge. Ample time will
be set aside to answer questions. For
further information call Palitha or
John at 523-6834.

There will be an
organiza tional meeting for all
members of PI SIGMA ALPHA, the
political science honor society, on
Monday, November 1, in Conference
Room A at 7 p.m. For those members
who cannot attend, please contact
Barbara Black, Box 67
or Chris Howard Box 367.

Women's Lunch in the
Great Hall Tuesday,

November 2, 12:30-1:30

Join us with your lunch for
conversation with the

proprietors of the 31st St. Book

and Plant Shop.

sponsored by

The Women's Center

SPS trip to D.C.—meet in front of MSE tomorrow at 9 am

Not since
'A MAN AND A WOMEN"
have audiences fallen in love

with such a beautiful
motion picture

THE SURPRISE PICTURE
OF 1976!

• "Cousin Cousine is quite possibly
the most accurate representation of happy

healthy sensuality I have seen on film."
—John Simon. New York Magazine

—Janet Maslin. Newsweek

ALBERT SCHVVARTZ• IMRE J. ROSENTHAL PHFsENT
A FILM BY _JEAN CHARLES TACCHELLA • STARRING MARIE CHRISTINE BARRAULT
VICTOR LANOUX • MARIE PRANCE RISIER • GUY MARCHAND A.L2b4g.a1nt4..F LE •SE

La reunion du Cercle fmncais du 3
Novembre est rapportee au 10
Nov embre. Le film du Bourgeois
Gentilhomme ne sera pas projete. Voir
les prochains numeros du News-Letter
pour les details.

The Science and Society Discussion
Group will meet next Weds. at 8 p.m.
in Conference Room B of the Glass
Pavillion. The topic will be "The
Philosophy of Technology." Readings
will be in mailboxes. Interested
non-members can call Al at 235-7929.

A Weekend in New York City, will
be sponsored by the JHMI Office of
Student Activities on Saturday,
December 4-5. Bus leaves Reed Hall 8
a.m. December 4 and will leave New
York City 2 p.m. December 5.
Roundtrip fare is $20 per person. Low
cost hotel accommodations available
but optional. Additional information
will be made available through the
Student Activities Office in Reed Hall,
955-3363. Reservations must be made
by Friday, November 19.

Songs of Struggle and Liberation
will be presented on Saturday, Oct. 30
at 8:30 at Bread & Roses at 426 East
31st St. Tickets are $2.00 and are
available at Bread and Roses, the 31st
St. Shop.

assitiec s
Spanish by experienced native
eachers - All levels, all ages.
66-2056.

Student wanted to share house near
adium with 3 male students. Have

own room for $80 & utilities. Call
67-7689.

Anthropology Faculty member wants
o rent fully-equipped house with
garden within walking distance of
Homewood Campus for the academic
year 1977-1978 (summer months
might be worked out). The house will
e occupied by two people and a

small, very well trained poodle. in
addition to house-sitting, will be glad
to care for any plants, and even a dog.
Contact BEATRIZ LAVANDERA at
3 3 8 - 7 2 6 8 or 5 6 6-3 4 3 0 .

/' / /

The Student Council is sponsoring
a public bookburning tonight at the

Sacrificial Stone in Dunning Park.

Featured volumes will include

Grimm's Fairy Tales

(they were much too grim.)
Shakespeare's

Much Ado About Nothing
(too much about something)

Tony Tanner's course notes for

"Adultery in the Novel"
(Really, Tony!)

8:00 p.m. S.C. will supply the
gasoline, bring your own matches.

/ /

Amity

SEMINARS
START NOV. 13
FOP DEC. 4 LSAT
12-Student Average
Class Size
5 Specialist Instructors
30 Class Hours
Full-length practice test

FOR COMPLETE SCHEDULE
INFORMATION AND OUR
FREE BROCHURE, CALL
THIS TOLL-FREE NUMBER
TO LEAVE YOUR NAME
AND ADDRESS:

800-243-4767
AMITY TESTING INSTITUTE

Mk Catholic
y Cominuniig

on Campus

LITURGY FOR ALL SAINTS DAY

Monday, November 1st
12:05 p.m.

LISTENING-VIEWING ROOM, STUDENT UNION

Mini Iasi ssixastaMS 30s1 ra 753 N53 3:fic 153 =A Ita 3msS

GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL INTERVIEWS

The following graduate and professional schools will be visiting
Hopkins during the coming weeks. All students who are
interested in investigating the possibility of attending these
schools may come to the Placement Bureau, located in 135
Garland Hall, to sign up for interviews. Catalogs from these
sHmo1s.‘011 be available at the Placement Bureau.

g Nov. ,
g Nov. 3
g Nov. 4

g Nov. 4
g Nov. 5
g Nov. 8

g Nov. 9
g Nov. 9

Nov. 11
N,7. 12

igrawsii 3:2S 3t5S 1=S $:$A AM 31156 WS 155 3:511:513:S VS PS MS

Monday Albany Law School
Wed. Washington and Lee Univ., School of Law
Thurs. The American Grad. Sch. of

International Management
Thurs. Temple Univ., School of Law
Friday Dickinson School of Law
Monday Consortium for Grad. Study in Management-

Fellowships for Minor,tv Students in

Tues.
Tues.
Thurs.
*Friday

Bus. Admin. or Management
Northwestern Univ., Grad. Sch. of Management
Boston Univ., School of Law
Univ. of N. Carolina, Grad. Sch. of Bus. Admin
Villanova Univ., School of Law

Starts Wednesday,
NOVEMBER 3rd

PIKES
1001 Reisterstown Rd.

486-5848

TIMONIUM CINEMA
I York Rd. Opp. Fair Grounds

252-2202



Hey, T.D., over here!
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The athletes are coming,yes, the athletes are coming
Be it UCLA, Ohio State or
Johns Hopkins, the lifeline for a
successful inter-collegiate athletic
program is recruiting. A coach's
ability to attract the finest high
school athletes to attend his
institution will enable him to
build and maintain a winning
tradition.
How is recruiting done at

JHU? Who is recruited? Why do
athletes eventually come to
Homewood? What are the
problems facing these athletes?
To answer these and other

questions, the author has talked
to people at the University
involved in these different phases
of recruiting.

Today's article deals with how
coaches do their actual
recruiting. Those interviewed
were lacrosse coach Henry
Ciccarone, swim coach Frank
Comfort, football coach Dennis
Cox and basketball coach Gary
Rupert.)
Once a coach has determined

which high school athletes are
academically acceptable for entry
In JHU and which of those
students he would most like to
see in a Hopkins uniform, his job
as a recruiter is just beginning.

For it is now up to the coach
to make it clear to the young
man that JHU is interested in
him and then to convince the
recruit that, scholastically,
athletically or otherwise, Johns

Hopkins is the place for him.
Regardless of the sport, this

initial expression of interest
usually takes the form of a letter
to the athlete.
For lacrosse coach Henry

Ciccarone, this letter is generally
sent to the student at the end of
the junior year. It will oftentimes
congratulate a player who has
been named to an All-Star squad
(if this is applicable) and will
explain that further
correspondence will follow in the
fall.

After the new school year
begins, Ciccarone's methods for
recruiting local lacrosse players
and those who live out of town
diverge. He will invite local
players for a day at which time
he may have lunch with the
young man and discuss Hopkins
lacrosse. These athletes are
usually familia' with JHU and
this may be a sufficient enough
introduction.

Those athletes living outside of
the Baltimore area will often
receive an invitation to visit the
campus-one weekend during the
fall. In this way, those unfamiliar
with Hopkins can obtain a more
complete view of the University

than is possible to get in just one
afternoon.
Swimming mentor Frank

Comfort also depends on the
written letter as a method of
introduction to the athlete. Upon

Polo makes play-offs
A pair of victories last

Weekend at State College, Pa. gave
the Hopkins water polo team a
Place in the Eastern Conference
play-offs.

Friday night, the Jays downed
Villanova University 14-13 in
double overtime, while on
Saturday JHU ran roughshod
over St. Francis College 14-5.

Hopkins dominated much of
the • Villanova contest, but their
oPPonents fought back to make
It ten-all at the end of the game.
The Wildcats scored first during
overtime (the only point at
Which they led the contest) but
Hopkins quickly came back and
retook the lead. It was Hopkins
011 top fourteen-thirteen when
Villanova made their last bid, a
weak shot to the Hopkins goalie,
and the Jays ran out the clock.
The game against Saint Francis

was less exciting, but began too
early in the morning for certain
celebrating Blue Jays. The
contest started at 9:30 a.m. and
the sleeping Jays suddenly found
themselves on the wrong end of a
two-nothing score.
Hopkins' goalie woke up,

lookedo at the scoreboard, and
called a time-out. Coach Bob
Summers slapped his players
around and after that it was
Hopkins all the way, ending with
a score of fourteen-five.
Outstanding play was the

byword this weekend for the
entire Hopkins team, but certain
Players rose to the occasion far. 
beyond anyone's expectations.
When asked who were the best

Players on their unit, offensive
co-captains Colin Chinn and Eric
Horning said "Us! Us! We were
the best!" They finally broke

down, however, and included
Rick Meyer, Bill Sick, and
freshman surprise Bill Smiddy.
Coach Summers added that
"Smiddy played like a crazy
man."

Defensive captain and goalie
Steve Audenaert, when asked to
name some outstanding
defensemen, replied,
"Defensemen? What
Defensemen? I was down there
all alone blocking shots right and
left." It was later revealed that
senior Matt Laskowski (the only
graduating member of the
Hopkins team), Todd Russell and
Ron Wellman had earned the
joint nickname "The Three
Bears" for their play, while
freshman Mark "Wolfie"
Wolfram had played "smart, real
smart. He's not just a dumb
jock." Goalie Steve Audenaert's
best moments were his three for
three blocking of penalty
shots,—two of them important
saves against Villan ova.

Hopkins water polo has come
a long way. Said coach Summers,
"We've really turned this team
around. Ane we're the youngest
team in the league. We're going
to be tough at Conferences and
even tougher next year."

hearing of a possible Blue Jay
swimmer, the coach will write a
letter to the student and await a
reply.

"If the person writes back, I
know he's interested," Comfort
explained. "If, on the other
hand, I get no response, I'll
assume he's not interested in
Hopkins."
"Coach Dennis Cox follows

the same type of procedure while
recruiting football players. The
first contact with the athlete is a
letter and an information sheet

to be returned to Hopkins.
"If the player sends the sheet

back," the Coach noted, "I will

assume he is interested and will

make a personal inquiry."
Unlike other coaches, the first

contact between basketball

mentor Gary Rupert and his

prospective athletes is usually a
personal one. With many

basketball players eliminated due

to the academic requirements, his

recruiting list is generally a

smaller one than those of his

colleagues, thus affording him
this opportunity.
However, this is not

necessarily an enviable position.

This lack of possible recruits also
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The Blue Jay Football team is
back in action tomorrow
afternoon with a home game
against Moravian College. Game
time on Homewood Field will be
2:00 p.m.

forces this personal contact in
that the Coach has a very limited
selection and must use this
method of recruiting for best
results.
Following this initial

exchange, each coach must now
"sell" Hopkins to the athletes.
He must explain why JHU is the
school best suited for that
particular person.
Each coach explained that

they rank the academic
reputation of Hopkins as the
number one "selling point".
They stress to the athlete that an
education is the top reason that
they will attend college and that
JHU can provide an excellent
learning opportunity.
Beyond agreement on that

point, the coaches spread out and
revealed other "selling points" as
diverse as their own sports.

Coach Ciccarone, of course,
can point to the tradition of
Hopkins lacrosse excellence over
the years. JHU has become
synonomous with the sport and
the Coach need only refer to the
remarkable feeling around
Homewood in the spring to show
the importance that lacrosse still
commands.

That the Hopkins swim team
has been ranked in the nation's
top ten of Division III in each of
the last six years attests to the
excellence of the program and is
a fact that Coach Comfort can
point to to attract swimmers to
Homewood. Also, a highly
competitive scheudle (eight of
thirteen meets against Division I
schools) will give these athletes a
chance to swim against a variety
of outstanding opponents.

Coach Cox also points to the
outstanding competition that
football players will face if they
attend Hopkins. According to the
Coach, the MAC has become "a
very competitive league" and will
give the players a chance "to face
good competition."
The atmosphere of the

Homewood campus is what
Coach Rupert uses to help
convince his recruits to attend
Hopkins.
"If a kid is considering an

academic school and we can get
him on campus," he stated, "we
won't lose him."

(Next Week: Some of
the Recruited Athletes.)

Soccer squad beats Widener
By ANDREW COHEN

In a game that stressed the
physical contact aspect of soccer,

the Blue Jays beat Widener

College, 2-0.
The bodies were flying so

much throughout the game that
the Jays were lucky just to get
away with their lives let alone a
victory.

Despite all the excess hitting
that wen t completely ignored by
the referees, the Blue Jays were
able to combine the perfect
mixture of offense and defense in
chalking up the team's second
consecutive shutout and third of
the season.

Although the close score may
indicate otherwise, the Jays were
in complete control from the
start to finish. If the team had
been able to cash in on all the
opportunities they were afforded
in the game, the score could have
been a rout in Hopkins' favor.

Early in the first half, the
offense shifted into high gear,
exerting a great deal of pressure
on the Widener defense. In one
instance, a Jay back led forward
Greg Cunningham into a clear
breakaway with a pin point pass
past the outstretched legs of
Widener defenders. The threat,
though, fell through when

Cunningham shot the ball wide
of the net.

Another strong opportunity
came minutes later through the
efforts of the successful scoring
team of back Steve Galloway and
lineman Larry McGowan which
accounted for the last two goals
of Saturday's game against
Franklin and Marshall. Galloway
was able to work the ball down
the right side of the field.
Finding McGowan free across the
field, Galloway fed him a sharp
pass. With the entire cage to
shoot at, McGowan fired for the
upper corner of the net. The
Widener goalie, though, was able
to just tip the ball over the upper
bar for the save. As the half
ended, the game was scoreless.

Hopkins didn't wait long to go
top in the second half. With just
a few minutes gone, Larry
McGowan fired a fifteen yard
shot right on the goalie who was
unable to corral the rebound. An
alert Chaim Levin took the loose
ball and put it in the net for the
1-0 lead.

Senior co-captain Tom Myrick
ended the day's scoring toward
the game's conclusion when he
connected on a hard twenty yard
shot that found its way past the
opposing goal tender.

The Jays missed two more
goals in the second half literally
by inches. A McGowan shot
headed for the net was
miraculously kicked out by a
defender just as it touched the
goal line. In another case, senior
co-captain Gary Ignatowski fired
a shot from close range only to
have it stopped by the goalie
with a brilliant save.

Goalie Ken Suesse and the
defense, especially sweeper back
Frank Olszewski, were in top
form and showed their excellence
in certain times of the game. The
defensive play of the game came
when Suesse broke up a two on
one Widener break by coming
out of the net to stop a strong
shot with a beautiful maneuver.

"I am very pleased with our
performance here today," said
Coach Oliver. "Widener was
really up for the game and it was
a tough contest."
The Jays have now improved

their record to 4-3-1, but more
importantly, to 3-1 in their
league. At this point they are in a
flat footed tie for second place
with Haverfoid just a game
behind Swarthmore.

Hopkins' will next take on
nationally • ranked Loyola
Saturday at 2:00 p.m.



By JOE TATE
When I first came to Hopkins

in September of 1972, the school
was still adjusting to coed life on
campus. The SAC was just
beginning to develop its playland
social calendar of weekend films
and pancake brunches and there
was no live music to be found.
But on any given day of the week
there were these guys who sat on
the benches in the freshman quad
playing guitars and singing. Their
emphasis was heavily on the
Grateful Dead and the Band,
with a few lesser-known Van
Morrison and Rolling Stones
tunes thrown in. But you'd walk
by those benches sometimes and
hear things by Moby Grape, Sam
Cooke or Ray Charles and you
knew these guys were special.
Taste, I believe it's called.

In November of that year the
first Ocean Rose show was held
upstairs in Levering Hall.
Suddenly, the school had good
music and no reason not to
dance. The response was
pandemonium, Hopkins-style.
With the help of enlightened
despots like Andy Savitz and
John Coliners, there were Ocean
Rose concerts both indoor and
outdoor, day and night.
An interesting thing happened

along the way. In addition to
their impeccably selected
repertoire of standards, the band
began to play original
compositions. Songs with titles
like "Golden French Fries,"
"Don't Be A Stranger- and
"Television Joy" appeared and
were met with jubilation by the
growing numbers of Ocean Rose
regulars. The songs, written

mostly by Milt Reder and Jimmy
Owens, were intelligent, funny
and, above all, rocking. The
electicism displayed on the
benches was producing some
damned good original material .
When Chuch Swartley and his

saxophone joined the group in

the fall of 1973, a broad, jazzy
dimension was added to the
music. The originals were coming
fast and furious and each show
drew larger and larger crowds.
There were times when Black
Rose, a band comprised of three

of Milt's friends, would make the
trip down from New York to
play a double bill and the
resulting energy levels were
simply astounding. Kindred
spirits and solid musicianship all
the way around made those
occasions truly memorable.

Conflict

What followed for Ocean Rose
were the shakeups in personnel
that are to be expected in any
musical partnership, especailly
one formed in as transient a

location as a college campus. But
the most frustrating circumstance
of all was the basic conflict
between going to school and
playing music. Scheduling
practice between chemistry
exams and GRE's has never
worked and that is ultimately

what kept Ocean Rose from
achieving anything other than its
status as the resident Hopkins
band. It was as simple as that.
The problem was painfully

obvious to all involved and some
decisions and sacrifices had to be

made. Less than three months
ago, Jimmy, Milt and Chuck left
Baltimore for Boston to 'join
forces with Bill Lane and Jon
Gould, the Black Rose rhythm
section, and Bruce Katcz, Ocean
Rose's original pianist. With them
went Clayton Blick,. who
engineers their sound and has
provided them with a place to
practice.
The group had its debut last

Saturday night at the West
Rosbury Softball Association's
annual dinner and dance. There
were 1,000 people that night in
Florian Hall (softball being the
biggest thing to hit Root Park
since beer in zip-top cans) and it
really had to be seen to be
believed. After an adequate
beginning, the band suddenly
came alive about halfway
through and the poeple were still
screaming and stomping for more
when the management turned the
lights up at 1:30 a.m.

The songlist reads like a small
anthology of rhythm and blues
classics, featuring numbers like
"Road Runner," "634-5789"
and "Hunter Gets Captured By
The Game" and originals like
"Smiles Lightning" and "Girl
With the Red Bandana" never
sounded so good. It is impossible
to convey the quality of this
band in print and I'd only end up
spoiling the surprises in •store for
Friday night. Suffice to say, the
group has things pretty much
under control. In fact, the only
thing. these guys don't have at
this point is a name. That should
be their greatest worry. And
Sluggo, I'll spill a brew for you
during "Buccaneer." .


